Risky Business
Special points of
interest:
• UPL Committee
renders recommendation
• BWC Claim Settlement Initiative
• Salary Continuation
• Business Partners:
Please review
these companies’
services.

Deadlines:
Don’t forget, Premium Discount and
Drug Free Workplace
applications are due
soon. Please contact
us if you need assistance with the application process!!!
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Unauthorized Practice of Law Committee Ruling
After two years of investigation,
the Unauthorized Practice of
Law (UPL) Committee ruled on
May 18, 2004 that Comp Management engaged in the practice
of law while attending Industrial
Commission hearings.
This decision was unexpected,
since there is an existing agreement between the Ohio Bar
Association and Third Party
Administrators (TPAs). This
agreement allows certain conduct at Industrial Commission
(IC) hearings that was never
taken into consideration in the
UPL Committee’s recommendation.

There was a great deal of chaos
after the recommendation was
released, since no direction was
provided to IC Hearing Officers
regarding TPA conduct post
recommendation. The confusion centered on whether the
recommendation was a legally
binding decision, which should
impact procedure from May 18
until the Supreme Court made
their ruling. This unknown
became inconsistently interpreted by individual hearing
officers throughout the state.
Thankfully, the IC released a
determination on May 28, which
re-instated TPA’s into the
workers’ compensation process.
This determination will hold
sway until the Supreme Court
announces its decision sometime after the November elections.

Presently, V&A is continuing to
conduct business with only minor changes. We may require
an authorization for the attorneys in our network to conduct
our client’s IC hearings. This is a
small inconvenience, which your
claims manager will assist you
with prior to hearing.
Additionally, we are working
with the Workers’ Compensation Forum on an amicus brief,
which will provide the Supreme
Court with detailed information
on the benefits of the TPA industry to Ohio employers. This
will be one of several briefs
supporting the current operation of the Ohio workers’ compensation system. In fact, public
policy is very strong, in favor of
the TPA industry. We intend to
keep our clients posted on this
matter, however, in the interim,
please contact us if you have
questions.

BWC Settlement Initiative
The BWC is sending letters to
employers asking for authority
to settle claims. This process
has created a great deal of concern from V&A and our clients.

this reason, in May 2004, V&A
met with the program director
at the BWC Headquarters in
Columbus and reviewed the
initiative.

Since V&A is highly involved
with assisting its clients with
settlements, we were concerned that the BWC initiative
may be causing confusion. For

We discussed the areas in which
our programs differed and
agreed to work together to
avoid redundant practices.

V&A takes into account the longterm impact of settlement, especially employers’ group rating
eligibility.
For this reason, if you receive a
BWC settlement letter, please
contact V&A immediately to discuss the settlement and all related
issues involved in the claim.
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Salary Continuation Strategy
The BWC has established rules under which employers are permitted to continue an injured worker’s
wages, thereby avoiding a reserve on the claim.
The BWC allows employers to continue the employee’s full wages and benefits for the time they are
off work. If you choose to employ this strategy, THE EMPLOYEE MUST NOT MISS A PAYCHECK! This option must be discussed with the employee as they do have the right to decline the
salary continuation and receive compensation from the BWC, albeit at a lesser rate.
If at any time the employer decides to opt out of salary continuation, they may ask the BWC to pick
up paying Temporary Total Compensation (TT) from that moment forward. Keep in mind that the
claim will now be reserved, less any amount paid in salary continuation by the employer.

www.variskservices.com

Remember these rules:
1. The injured worker must receive a full check at the next scheduled time after the injury occurs.
2. The employer must notify the BWC within 7 days of the accident if the employer will be continuing the wages.
3. The employer is entitled to schedule an Independent Medical Exam (IME) at their cost but the
BWC will not perform a 90-day exam.
4. The employer must notify the BWC within 72 hours of the termination of salary continuation.

Business Partners

Drug v Plus, Inc. is the single source solution
enabling your company to have an individualized
Drug Free Workplace Program (DFWP), which
meets or exceeds all BWC standards without all
of the contingent development costs.
20% Dividend Announced
The BWC has announced a
premium dividend of 20% for
the period 1/1/2004 through
6/30/2004. This dividend will
be reflected on your July 2004
premium statement.

Drug v Plus, Inc. offers a customized Drug Free
Workplace Program (DFWP) (with proper legal
review), which includes:
• Drug and Alcohol Education Programs for
Employees and Supervisors stipulated by the
BWC (Train the Trainer Program available)
• Pre-Employment General Health Base Line
Screening
• Pre and Post Incident Drug Testing
• Affiliated with Horizon Behavioral Services
for Employee Assistance Programs
• Free evaluation of existing programs
For more information on how Drug v Plus, Inc.
can assist your organization please contact Doug
Roy @ (419) 887-1729.

HR On Demand partners with organizations to
fulfill their human resource needs, goals and objectives. Services are provided by HR Professionals with generalist and specialist backgrounds and
years of experience in many industries.
Some of the services HR On Demand offers:
Completing HR responsibilities for organizations that do not need a full time HR staff.
These services include: recruiting and hiring
employees, writing policies and employee
handbooks.
• Completing specific HR projects: creating
and implementing compensation programs,
employee retention programs and employee
development programs.
• HR Audits: Assessing over 30 areas that
determine how well your organization is
complying with the many federal and state
laws.
For more information please contact John Kevern at HR On Demand at (419) 244-4939. Or
visit the website @ www.HRonDemand.com
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